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philanthropy and the geography of the 
hospital system.
 
1157designconcepts was chosen to design, 
fabricate and install this display, working from 
performance specifications developed by 
Heurista. The touchscreen in the display uses 
1157’s In2Trek system, which was affordable 
and easy to use. The client prepared all 
graphics and content for this display and is 
able to upload and revise the presentation 
remotely.

The foundation hopes that philanthropy 
centers will soon be built at other campuses 
in the healthcare system. The materials 
used in the Roper St. Francis Foundation 
Philanthropy Center are now being repeated 
in a new program of area naming recognition 
products, thus expanding the comprehensive, 
visually consistent donor recognition 
program.

Following a contract to develop a  
comprehensive donor recognition policy for 
the Roper St. Francis Foundation, Heurista was 
engaged to design a signature destination 
for philanthropy at the healthcare system’s 
flagship campus, Roper Hospital. Addressing 
the directive to have “the walls speak of 
philanthropy”, the design is large in scale, 
prominent in location and consistent with the 
existing architecture.
 
Annual giving lists are easily updated and 
provide room for significant growth in the 
future. Lifetime and planned giving are newly 
recognized programs presented via individual 
plaques that are updated as needed. 
Physician and community leadership awards 
list the current and past recipients. 

Throughout the display, brief stories with 
engaging photos celebrate  “Changing 
Moments through Giving”, the foundation’s 
thematic tagline. These stories span 
the breadth of projects supported by 

“We are excited and grateful to have 
this opportunity to recognize our donors 
and volunteers who have given to support 
the mission of Roper St. Francis. 
The wall will stand as a true testament 
to their generosity. Thank you Anne
and 1157designconcepts for guiding 
us through this important project.”

– Ashley Redmond
Executive Director
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